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Time Management for Animal Training 
By Barbara Heidenreich 

 
A common concern in the zoo community and other facilities that care for animals is that there is not 
enough time in the day to include animal training.  For a facility just getting started there may be many 
behavior goals or challenges to address and this can feel overwhelming. The following strategies can 
help get training underway and moving forward even when time is at a minimum. 
 
 
Consider feeding time as a mini training session 
Prior to placing a food bowl down. Take a few items from the bowl and use them for a 5-10 minute 
training session. Then offer the rest of the diet after the training session.  
 
Have training sessions 2-3 times per week (or less if necessary) 
Training sessions do not need to occur daily in order for learning to continue to progress. In fact, once a 
behavior has been learned, it does not necessarily need to be reinforced daily to be maintained. There 
are many behaviors that can be reinforced as infrequently as quarterly and still be maintained.  
 
Training sessions can be short 
On average most training sessions last anywhere from 5 to 20 minutes. That’s it! Some sessions are even 
shorter. One behavior of training a leopard to target to a laser pointer was trained with only one 
repetition per day.  It started with a chalk circle drawn on the wall of inside holding. When the cat was 
let inside it would put its nose on the circle out of curiosity. The animal caregiver could bridge and 
reinforce one repetition per day. This was eventually transferred to the laser.  In just a few weeks of one 
repetition per day, the behavior was trained.  
 
Have longer training sessions 1 time per week or month when more staff members are available 
Sometimes caregivers do want the opportunity have longer sessions and time to discuss things with 
colleagues. Many facilities have a day when all staff members are there. This can be a good day to have 
everyone participate in/watch training sessions and perhaps work with several animals so everyone is 
on the same page. 
 
Offer to support other areas so that training can be accomplished 
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Some smaller facilities will offer to help feed and clean other areas so that time can be freed up for 
training. This is especially important when training will help reduce stress for an important procedure 
that has a time deadline such as transport to a new facility or an upcoming medical procedure. 
 
Focus on one animal or one group of animals at a time 
Instead of trying to train everything at a facility at once, pick one animal or group of animals to start. 
Identify a few simple behavior goals and train these to fluency and put them on maintenance. Once in 
maintenance mode the time investment to maintain is very minimal. The behavior can be asked for very 
infrequently to maintain and the next animal or group of animals can be added to the training roster. 
 
Focus on behaviors that are easy to train first 
Start by training a simple behavior such as targeting first. This can often be trained in one or two training 
sessions. It can then be used to train other behaviors such as getting on a scale, shifting, and loading into 
a crate.  It will help the animal quickly understand how the process works and help give trainers success 
early in the process.  Save more difficult behavior challenges for later unless there is a pressing medical 
or behavior situation that needs to be addressed immediately.   
 
Use pairing procedures to introduce new things 
Pairing desired things with new objects or people when animals are calm can be helpful in training. This 
can be done in a way that does not require a lot of time. For example, to get an animal used to people, 
every time an animal caregiver passes by an enclosure can be turned into a mini training session. If calm 
behavior is noticed as the caregiver approaches an animal enclosure, a preferred food item can be 
tossed into the enclosure and the caregiver can walk away (remote feeders can also be used if 
available.) This pairing of desired things with the caregiver for calm behavior can gradually evolve to the 
animal looking forward to the presence of the caregiver.  Another example would be placing food bowls 
near or on objects that will be used later in training sessions such as scales, crates or stations.  Training 
in which the caregiver will be more involved can happen later when more time is available, but these 
less time consuming set ups can help get some early important initial pairings of desired things with new 
objects or people accomplished with little time investment from caregivers.  
 
Make a check list 
Use the behavior goal chart provided and make a priority list of the behavior goals for the animal (s) to 
be trained. Check off each goal as it is accomplished and highlight the next goal to be trained. This will 
help keep momentum moving forward so that staff members know what has been accomplished and 
where they are going next in terms of behavior.  
 
Remember Force Free Animal Training ….. 
Is not a luxury, it is an essential part of providing good animal welfare 
Allows animal caregivers to reduce or eliminate stress for medical care 
Reduces or eliminates the need for anesthesia and the risks associated with it 
Allows for life saving preventative medical care 
Fixes and prevents behavior problems 
Allows animal caregivers to reduce or eliminate stress for day to day care 
Makes it easier for animal caregivers to better care for animals 
Can provide ways to educate the public about wildlife conservation 
Enhances the relationship between animal and caregiver 
Saves time in the long run because animals are eager to cooperate 
 
……..And when done well, thoroughly enjoyable for both the animal and people involved. 
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